Abstract. We obtain a generalization of the Almansi's expansion and the Lord Kelvin principle for solutions of a class of iterated elliptic or ultrahyperbolic equations. We also obtain some homogeneous function expansions for solutions of the same equations.
1. Introduction. In this paper we present some expansion formulas for solutions of a class of iterated elliptic or ultrahyperbolic partial differential equations. Specifically, we consider the elliptic or ultrahyperbolic equation ,r, \ dxf x,. 9x,. / * \ dy2 yt 9y, J r2
where the constants «,,... ,a", ßx,...,ßs and y are real parameters and By direct calculation, it can be shown that
Hence if we set T = m + <b + 2T*, then from (7) we get Proof. From (6) we have L(rmu) = mrm~2Tu. Applying the operator L on both sides of this equality and using (5) and (8) Hence by induction we obtain the formula (9). By making use of Lemma 1 we shall now give two expansion formulas. is also a solution. Here we noted that the operators on the right of (9) are commutative.
3. Generalized Lord Kelvin principle. The classical Kelvin principle was given for harmonic functions in 1847 [5] . Germain and Bader [3] To establish the Lord Kelvin principle for solutions of (1), let £, = x,/r2, /" = 1,...,«, t;, = y¡/r2, i = \,...,s. Then, by using the same method as in [2] and [4] we can show that Hence as in (7) Now by using (14), we can establish the following two expansion formulas which correspond to those given in §2. is also a solution.
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